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I.  BACKGROUND  TO  AND  RJRR)SE  OF  THE  COMIDNICATION 
l. Background.  The  United Nations  (UN)  Conference  on  the Least  Developed. 
Countries  (LLDCs),  which will take  place in Paris  from  1-14  September 
1981,  will be  called on  to finalise,  adopt  ro1d  support -within the 
framework  of the International Development  Strategy for the '['hird UN 
Development  Decade  (DD  III) - a  Substantial  New  Programme  of Aciion 
(SNPA)  for the 1980s  designed to provide  a  framewol'k  for the  accelerated 
development  of the  31  countries  concerned (including 22  African, 
Carib1)ean  and Pacific countries  ( ACP) )*. 
The  Conference,  which' is being prepared by a  series of country revievl s*, 
tnew  and  will take place  just after the UN  Conference  on/renewab~e energy resources 
in Nairobi  in August  and  just before the resumption- in October- of 
discussions  on  the Global Negotiations.  Whatever the fate of the latter, 
the  Paris Conference  should be  seen  as  an  important  element  of the 
North/South  dialogue.  Whilst  the presently agreed UN  criteria ** 
~  . 
determining the list of LLDCs  are  open to question  (and indeed have 
recently been queried by the  UNs  Committee for Development  Planning 
( CDP)),  these  31  countries are lmdoubtedly among  the  poorest  in the 
world. 
2.  Purposesof the Communication.  TDe  main  purpose  of this Cownunication 
is to make  proposals  on  the major elements  around which the  Programme 
chould be structured,  that  iB  to  say on  its objectives;  its priority 
sectors; its treatment  of finance  and aid;  the -essential contributions 
to be. made  by all parties; the r:eed to build on  the many multilateral 
and bilateral measures already being undertaken or considered and to 
provide  for a  coherent  approach  covering  extenJal  and internal  (domestic) 
./. 
* 3ee  Annexe 
** Per Capita  GDP,  share  of manufacturing in GDP,  literacy rate measures;  and the arrangements to be made  during the  decade 
for follow-u1'  (including reappraisal  of the  criteri<1 determining 
least  developed status). 
2. 
2.1.  It also  propoc~e:-:;  that,  by virtue of·the central  role which the 
Community  a.JJ.d  its Member  StateE  -.rill  together have to play,  the 
Cormnunity  should define  common  orientations  on  the  above  points  and 
take part  in  the  Conference,  alongside Member  States,  on the same 
basis  as  other trade  a.rtd  aid partners  1  subject  only to  any purely 
formal  rights,  such as the right to vote. 
~.1.1.  It should l>e  recalled that  the Community is by far the largest 
trade  partner of the  least  developed countrief:!,  accounting for 
between  2·5  and 40  ~s  of all least. developed  imports  and exports  and 
is the larcest multilateral  donor after the World Bank  a.>,.d  the 
UN  agencies;  that  Member  States  - whieh sustain many close links 
with least  developed countries  - provide  about  5o%  of total 
bilateral. aid;  and tha:t  the Commtmity and its Member  States have 
unrivalled  joint  experience  with  a  large number of the least 
developed  countries  in the  framework  of the Lome  Convention. 
' 
II.  THE  OBJECTIVES  TO  BE  lffiiTTEN  INTO  THE  SNPA 
1.  Overall  ob.-jectiv,_e.  ·As  indicai;ed in UNCTAD  Resolution 122(V),  the  overall 
:objective of the  Programme  will  be the promotion of  chang~ in the 
economic  and social structures of the least  developed countries, 
designed to help these countries  more  towards  the more  self-sustaining 
economic  growth whichr  alone  in the long  run,  can  ensure that basic 
needs  are me:t  and living standards  increased. 
It should1  of course,  take  account  of acute  shorter-term problems; 
but it must  address these  in the  context  of  a·  medium  and longer term 
.;. strategy to  improve  the  economic  and social  situation of ~LDCs. 
It  is  in short  about  over-all  development  and  not  just abouc 
finance  and/or other external measures. 
2.  Bearine in mind the heterogeneity of the least  developed,  the 
Conference must  therefore define a  programma  which makes  sense in 
the  context  of individual  country situations and needso  It must: 
indicate the priority sectors  which,  following the indications 
given by the  country reviews  and by other analyses,  the great 
majority of LLDCs  should emphasize; 
- suggest  how,  within.the broad objective of  increasin~ total aid 
to the LLDCs,  specific needs  can be  examined  and new  financial 
commitments  undertaken  in the country context; 
- emphasize the need for global participation in the implementation 
of the  Programme  of all countries,  of all relevant  international 
agencies,  and  of non-governmental  organisations  (NGOs); 
throw into relief the need to build on  the various bilateral  and 
multilateral actions undertaken or beine considered  (which either 
:provide  for  special treatment  of  LLDCs  ~d/or are  of special 
interest to them),  and to ensure., coherence between  them; 
- t;ive  a  clear indication of the procedures to  be  established for 
- especialJ.;y  country - follow up  meetings  over the  10  year period 
}. 
(which  represents the  minimum  over which appreciable  change  can be 
expected). 
.  I. 4. 
III.  THE  MAIN  SECTORS  TO  BE  WRITTFJJ  INTO  THE  SNPA 
1.  UNCTAD  Resolution l22(V)  provides  a  useful starting  point  in pointing 
up the need  for ntructural  change to be  effected in LLDCs 1  as  a 
prerequisite to  e(~onornic growth  and to improvements  with  respect  to 
the  provision of basic needs.  The  Resolution is,  however,  open to 
the  reproach that it seeks to define financial  requirements  in a 
policy vacuum  and that it concentrates too exclusively (if unsur-
prisingly)  on  the  external  sectors for which UNCTAD  is itself 
responsible:  trade,  the transfer of technology and shipping.  ' 
It has to be  recalled that the Paris Conference  is a  lfN  Conference, 
conce1~ed with development  as  a  whole. 
'rhe  SNPA  must.  - rather - seek  to  outline overall  strategies and policies, 
·  ~ollowing 
covering domestic  as well  as  international meaaures,  in the/three ma~n 
11vertical" sector,s  whi.-;h  have  been  thrown  into. relief by analysis  of 
actual  country situations 
- agriculture 1  especiaJly food :;reduction (including fisheries.and 
~ater supply); 
production  (agricultural,  agro-industria.l 1  semi  processed and 
industrial) for local  as  well  as for export markets,  coupled 
with more  effective promotion  in both; 
- energy1  including the  financing  and  diminution of the use  of  imported 
fuels,· and  the  exploitation of  indigenous  .,..  hopefully renewable  - re-
plus three essential "horizontal" sectors,  ie 
- education and training,  in the. context  of essential manpower 
needs  and of cost  factors; 
- transport  and corrununications  (not  just  shippine;); 
sources, 
technology,  from  the  point  of view not  only of its "transfer" but 
also - and more  importantly - of its application. 
.;  . 5. 
A.  Agricult~ra~ ,and  fn~lL£roductt2a 
1. The  SNPA  should reccgnise that the  agricultu~al and.  food situation 
ia even  more worrying  in LLDCs  than in developing countries as  a  whole: 
- their average  cereal  imports  have  risen over  the period 1961/65 to 1978 
by llo&%  p.ao  compared with 8.8%  in all developing countries,  and 
according to FAO  their total imports will rise to 14  mln  tonnee  in 1990; 
-'whilst  over the  same  period (1961/65  to 1978} agricultural production 
in all developing countries  grew  annually by  2.9%,  that  in LLDCs  was  a 
mere  1.6%,  which is well  below their average  2.5%  p.a.  rate of population 
growth; 
- whereas  developing  co~tries succeeded in slightly improving their 
average  intake  of calories and of proteins,  the  state of affairs  in 
the LLDCs  remained unaltered,  with the result that  31%  of the people 
in LLDCs  have  a  calory  inta.~e below the critical threshold,  compared 
with  22%  in developing countries as a  whole. 
In addition climatic conditions  often lead to  sharp fluctuations in 
production,  in  i<npozri;s  and therefore in balance  of payments  ( eg :Bangladesh 
whose  imports  in 1977,  8  and 9  fluctuated from  $  257  mln.  to S  89 mln. 
and back to $  263  mln). 
2.  Given the  importance  of the agricultural  seotorsin the LLDCs,  these 
disturb:i.ng agricultural trends not  only affect  rural populations but  also 
seriously comyromise  the chances  of national  development,  since  -
- agriculturaJ. value  added accounts for  58%  of Gross  Domestic  Production 
in the LLDCs  compared with only 21%  in all developing countries; 
- agrio.llturaJ.  production :represents  66%  of total  LLDC  exports  against 
18%  in all de·.reloping countries; 
- the agricultural  sector constitutes the  source  of employment  for 83%  of 
the active population in LLDCs  against  69%  in all developing countries  • 
.  ;. .6. 
3.  The  acuteness and  ~omplexity of the problem  of developing agriculture 
and food supplies in LLDCs  requires that it be given very special 
treatment  at the Conference and indeed in the  SNPA.  The  new  Development 
Strategy envisages  a  particular effort  being made  to achieve  a  4%  growth 
in agricultural  productic•.1 in food deficit LLDCs  as soon as possible,  and 
' 
this rather general  and - frankly - not  very realistic aim  could be spelt 
out  eg by stipulating that,  with the help  of actual  and of potential  donors, 
LLDCs  should first try to reach an agricultural growth rate which at least 
equals their average  2.5%  population growth (ie is not· negative in per 
capita terms)~ Whilst  in effect ·confirming the rather remote  4%  objective, 
the Conference  could in this ·way  establish an intermediary objective to 
be achieved by 1985,  thus not  only reconfirming general  commitments  already 
undertaken but  also  enh~cing their credibility. 
4.  In order xo realise_this objective,  some  of the  measur~s already 
identified as  stimulating agricultural and food production in developing 
countries as  a  whole  could be  adapted in the  Programme  for application in 
the particular conditions  of the LLDCs. 
a.  Food  strate~ 
In LLDCs  even more than in other developing countries the best 
apprGach to the prQblem  lies in the  adoption of a  food strategy, 
pr:oviding. a  systematic approach to food problems  in the  context  of 
national  development  policies  (covering marketing,  pricing policies,· 
credit facilities  ••• ).  It should set  out  food problems  in an integrated 
wa.yt  at  the highest  political level  and should stimulate the mobilisation 
on  a  priority basis of the internal resources needed for its implemen-
tation~ 
Community - and qther - countries-should lend_  all their support to the 
definition and  implementation  of such  strategies~ which - it may be 
recalled -·  were  supported by the  Communi ty1-s  Development  Council  in 
November  la.st. 
./. bo  Improved world food  securit~ 
The  International Wheat  Agreement  is a  key  element  in· any system. 
Any  agreement  containing economic  clauses designed to stabilise' 
prices will be  of the first  importance  and should contain specific 
dispositions to help LLDCs  put  appropriate national or regional  stocking 
policies  i~to effect.  · 
trecently  .  ·  .  The  IMF•s ;auopten food  ass~stance scheme  should help  deal  w~th the  prob~ 
of balance  of payments  fluctuations  anQ  thus  of import  uncertainties. 
c.  ~ore adequate financial  aid 
In order to give more  effective support to the LLDCs  own  efforts to 
mobilise  resGurces,  donor countries will need to  improve  the quantity 
and the quality of their  aid~ 
They  should increase the  ODA  which they make  available for rttral 
developmentJ  defining  an  absolute  or relative .target  figure with the 
immediate view of helping the  LLDCs  attain the  2.5%  per annum  growth 
target  for agricultural production by 1985. 
In i.his  context  donors  should give priority attention to the control 
·and management  of water  ( irr,igation and drainage)  which as the 
Lag~s Plan  of Action  shows  is often well below par in Africa.  Given 
the large hydro-electric potential on  many  LLDCs  this  should wherever 
possible be  linked·to the  provision of energy. 
- D~nors should in general  be more  open to the  fin~cing of the local 
- and recurrent  - costs which are pretty important  in agricultural 
projects and ..,·hich  LLDCs  find it diffieul  t  to meet.  Donor  countries 
might  in this area adopt  some  guidel inee - based  on  those  prepared 
in the  OECD  - allowing a  more  effective case by case  approach ~ithin 
individual country consortia/consultativ~ groups. 
d.  A~propriate technical assistance 
The  development  of appropriate methods  of cultivation· is essential to 
LLDCs  agricultural  development·,  and since the  research capacity of :the 
LLDCs  is frequently limited,  every effort  should be made  - by the 
CGIAR  ru1djor bilaterally- to strengthen national  or regional  research 
capacities. 
. I. 8. 
The  ·:ery first  r:·riorit.:r  nhould be  the  diffusion  of the  :resulto  of already 
avc..il able  research - national  and internat  ional 1  their adapt  at ion to 
particular LLDC  circumstances  and  - perhaps most  i.mportant  of all,  thei:r 
applir:.ation  ( ie through efficient  ertension services).  The 'I'echnical 
CentrG for Agri<'ultural  and Rural  Cooperation being established under 
Article  t\8  of  Lome  II will  have  an  important  contribution to make. 
It might  CJ.lso  L.::  useful  to invite the  CGIAR  to see what  could be  done, 
eivin;:; particular attention to seed varieties  aml  yields,  animal  fe~ds, 
:t.rrigntion  and  drainage,  adequate  sto::-age  facilitieB,  and  - together with 
-the  1JHC'l'AD/GA'I"f' s  ITC  - market  requirements  for agro-industrial  good~>. 
e.  _.(mprove.r!1ent  of  food.  aid 
Given their  par4,ie;.:,Jar  combination  of  food  and of financial  deficits,  LL:Xs 
should have  a  pr:lcrit,v call  on  food aid,  provided  onl~r that  steps are 
taken to avoid tbe negative effects (increased dependencet  discouragement 
of production  ate  ••• )  which  inevitably appear  when  excesr::ive  amounts 
are  p:lV<'-!1.  and/or·  :~re  subject to inadequate conditions  •• LLDCs  mi.ght  thus 
:Je  g:i,ven  a  dep;ree  o:'  m1pply guarantee  (decreasing over time)  provided 
only that: 
1;he  fooC.  aid' -"·hich is su.pplied has its p:i.ace  in clearly identified 
J.eveJ.opcent  progra.rmnes,  a."ld 
- the  recipient  cou...'1.tries  do  take  steps to diminish the  gap  between 
population ,:;rovlth  ru'>d  growth  in agricultural productior:. 
5.,  'l'h•.>  il:'lporta::.ce  of J'is:C1er.i.e!"  to  a  nv.mber  of island LLD:::s  ( eg the  Comorer,. ••• ) 
n:Jd  to  LlJ:>GH  \Iii:\:.,_  !rw.ri.time  or lake  reBources  ( eg Tanzani<3.,  Et;hiopia1 
M:!.l.;.ui  . ••• )  ~'ilodc  .·wt  be  forgotten.  l•'or  many; fish  can  be  .'U"1  irupor1.<mt 
r;our:::  1  of proteiD>  foi'  some  a  usefu:c  cxpo-:-t  (;:~or  hw:nan  o:r  animal 
Where  marine·  fJ.shit;g  u-;  ·;;he  keyt financial  rmd  technical  assiu:tance  ·~1hh 
i'.~shin.g :fleet'S  a.lYL  marKt':ti_~Ig  .ie needed;' in the  case  of inls.nc!.  rasourcee, 
the bn.sic  need  is appropriate tec!m:i.cs.l  advicv,  linked to normal 
.. ;. 9-
B.  Production Capacity ruld  F~ports 
1. Analysis  of least developed production and trade is made.  difficult 
by the  incomplete nature of the available statistics. But  four facts 
nevertheless  stand  out: 
·(i) lack of physical  infrastructure and.  ~f trained personnel  constitute 
major constraints; 
(ii) least  developed countries'  exports are not  only small but  have  been 
gro~ing more  slowly than those  of  developing countries as  a  whole: 
in 1977  the  LLDCs  accounted for 1.7%  ($  5 billion)  of developing 
country exports although they account  for 12%  of .these countries 
populations; 
(iii) exports  of· manufactured goode  account. for only 15%  of total  LLDC 
exports,  with this percentage rising above  H>%  in only 6  countries 
(Bangladesh,  CAR;  Botswana,  Comores,  Haiti,  Nepal). 
In general  LLDCs  depend  on  the  export  of agricultural  products 
(coffee,  cotton,  oils and fats,  tea) and raw  mater~als (tin, 
tungsten,  bauxite),  which are  subject to considerable price 
fluctuations ; 
.' 
(iv)  LLDC  exports are strongly concentrated an  market  economy countries, 
reflecting traditional trading patterns with these  countries, 
these countries greater openness_and absorptive capacity and trade 
conducted through mnl tina·tionals.  In contrast,  LLDC  exports  to 
other developing countries are  (with the  exception of Bangladesh) 
particularly low,  and in the  case  of the Eastern bloc  coUntries they 
are· (save for Somalia and Afghanistan)  nearly non-e:x:istant. 
2.  This being  so it is essential that efforts befredoubled to diversify  when  econom1ca  y  JUSt1  1ea 
produc-tion  (including/the transformation of  commodities  on  the  spot), 
and  to increase  exports,  so  that  LLDCs  vulnerability in the area of 
export  earnings  can  be  reduced.  Priority should be given  to improve 
information  in and  about  LLDCs,  to  instilling a  more 
.;. lO. 
c:omprehen.sive  approach to the  promotion  of both production and exports, 
and to seeking not  only to  improve market  access in market  economy 
countries but  to  open up new  markets  in developing and planned economy 
countries"  In each area,  the international  community should act in support 
of measuree  "aken by the  LLDCs  themselves. 
2.lo  1~e,ps to, improve_ba.sic _knowlectge  about  and within LLDCs  should include: 
action taken by national  governments to provide  central  (eg statistical) 
sl'!.rvicea1  by chambers  of commerce( (with government  help  as appropriate) 
and by companies; 
action by ·the  appropriate  international organisations  (GATT,  UN'CTAD, 
LoRD,  J?AO,  UIUDC\  regional banks etc  ...  ). 
Both. bilateral  and multilateral.  donors  should help  LLDC  governments  to 
collect and distribute  in  2.  systematic  way,  info·rmation  on  production and  or. 
trade,  including  investment.  They should,  in the first  place,  assist 
J.n  preparing inventorief.  of available resources  and  i.l1  prospecting  for 
now  resO'..trces~  li1  the field of production FAO  and UNIDO  should continue 
work  on  the invontories of agricultural  and industrial  enterpr·:i..ses 
cnrr.:r:rtly being prepR.rsd.  In the  colD!!lercial  field the  broad collect::.on 
ami  dissemination  of  information  - with  both  public  and  private sectors 
shoui.d be  encourie;edo  In this respect  the  GATT/UNCTAD  Int~rna.tional 
'J're.de  Centre  ( l'I'C)  deserves  further financial  and other  encou;.nagement, 
in  vie 1 .o~  of the  s:tgnifica.n-;;  effort it has  so  far made  to understand..ing 
2o ?.  f..,_s_o;nl?rehpns~y~~~~~oduction and trade will  differ from  cou."ltry 
to  .~mmtry, bn.t  ii;s  :nain.  eJ.err,ents ·should be  as  fo!.lows: 
-- supply a.YJalyu:i -3:  a  ...  "E:.2.ysis,  on  £·.  country basis,  of  productive  capacity 
(a.nd  ~~s  t  c:cist ing producti  0;1); 
- d.e['Jand  ana.ly!':is  - eval'.l3.tion  of national,  regional  and  in-ternational 
traditional marketn J production:  determination of measures needed,  keeping physical  and 
human  infrastructure to the  fore,  and not  only immediate  investment 
needs; 
- domestic  and international market  promotion measures,  including 
training;  control  of quality'and regularity of. supply,  and not  just 
trade fairs. 
2. 2.1.  D0nors  financial  and technical  assistance should aim at  developing 
n. 
LLDCs  absorptive  capacity before  and in order that  industrial projects 
can take. shape.  The training of personnel  is vital and should be assisted 
through the financing  of courses,  seminars  and scholarships  in developing 
as well  as  developed countries,  with  support  for local training a.n.d  tTade 
promotional  institutions,  and for regional  schemes. 
I 
It may be  recalled that _the  ACP  have  allocated between  0.5%  and  10%  of 
their national  programmes to trade-oriented activities,  that the ACP 
LLDCs  will  benefit  from  14  MUCE  for national trade  promotion  schemes,  plus 
access to  a  40  MUCE  fund for regional activities,  and that the Asian and 
and Latin American  LLDGs  will benefit  from  the lion's share  of the 
6. 25  MUCE  for similar activities in the non-associated countries 
(Latin American  countries  2.75  MUCE  and Asian non-associated 3.50  MUCE). 
The  development  of  small-scale industries should be  encouraged through 
help for  development  banks  and  similar; the  Second Window  of the  Common 
Fund  should give  due  attention to the transformation  of·commodities of 
specia~  LI~ interest  (eg coffee,  jute,  cotton,  tea,  oils and fats)*;  and 
support  should be  given to the  efforts of the  IDA  and  U~Cr'D to  promote  infunt 
industries to, the NGOs  in promoting grase  roo~s projects and  - where  the 
economic  and financial  situation is propitious  - to the mobilisation of 
private capital  (eg EIB,  cofinanci~g  ••• ). 
· 2.3.  In the field of market  access and of  international trade, trade  partners 
should continue to  extend their schemes  of general  preferences  (GPS)  with 
the objective of raising the percentage  of  LLDC  products  reaching their 
markets  from  the present  infinitesimal level of. 1%  of the whole·. 
*The negotiation of international  agreements-designed to stabilise the markets 
of prices  of  commodities  of  interest  to  LLDCs  should also actively be  pursued. 
.;. 2.4  .. 
12. 
The  Community for ).ts  part  (which  offers free  entry for all  LLDC  indus-
trial goods)  will  study the possibility of  extending the  preference giyen 
to LLDCs  on  4  agricultural  products to a  wider range;  donors  should take 
all possible steps to harmonise their procedures;  and LLDCs  themselves 
should make  renewed efforts to see that their products meet  GSP 
requirements. 
State trading countries should make  significant greater  provision for 
LLDC  e:x:po!•ts  onto their markets. 
the Community -;.;as  the first  among  the industrialised 
countries to  support the setting up the the  GATT  sub-committee  on the 
special trade problems  of the least  developed countries and continues 
to give support  to it. 'l'he  sub-committee  was  set up  on  a  temporary bc.eis 
- until the  end of 1981  - but  given the Comm.unity's  initial  support  it 
would be  a  useful gesture,  if at the  Paris Conference,  the Community were 
to propose that its mandate  be  extended for  a  year or more  to enable it to 
complete its work  programme. 
In a.ddj.tion to the  text  of the Enabling Clause,  which contains provisions 
designed to benefit the  LI...DCs  in particular,  the  codes  on  technical 
barrierl'l to tT'ad0  and gove1'l"JJWnt  procurement  also make  allowance for their 
special needs  •  .A;:;  a  code  signatory the Corwnu:aity  reaffim.s its commitment 
to these provisions an,i for  its part  is of course  ready to discuss wl.th 
LLDCs  any particular problem.  'I'h~  translation of this commitment 
in principle into concrete reality will  remain difficult until  the  range 
of exports  of which  LLDCs  are capatl£  is larger: the possibility of 
develojJing  countr:Les  taking steps to encourage  LIJ)C  exports  onto their 
markets  (see ·beJ.ow  Section Y)  should  be  encouraged. c.  Energ;y 
, 1.  In the  energy field the situation of  LLDCs  .is  characterised on  the 
one  hand by lowest  per capita consumption in the world  and  on  the other 
hand by a  very  large  dependence  on  imports to satisfy their needs. 
Although small  in overall value,  these  imports  constitute a  serious  and 
sometimes  crushing* balance of payments  burden.  Due  to the need for 
in.frastruct~ral  and:  other investment  (including communications)  and to 
urbanisation,  ene·rgy  consumption  is mor.eover  tending to increase faster 
than GNP.  Even  ~ore therefore than in other developing countries,  balance 
of paymenst  considerations  should be decisive in  LLDCs  in elaborating 
appropriate  energy policies. 
1.2.  Two  broad conclusions  flow  from  these thoughts,  which already guide 
the Community  in the actions which it proposes  to take  and should by 
the same  token appear in the SNPA. 
a.  LLDCs  should aim  for greater self-sufficiency in  energy (which is the 
general  objective fixed in article 76  of the  second Lome  Convention). 
Since there are  few  "bankable''  projects in LLDCs  the necessary 
developments  in this area  (eg  the  development  or' new,  and  renewable 
sources of energy,  including hydro-electric schemes,  small  and 
large) will  require  substantial  inputs  of highly concessional aid. 
bo  LLDCs  must  ensure that  energy policy constitutes an  integrating 
factor  in their general  development  policy ie that  energy 
considerations are  taken fully into account  both  in macro-economic 
planning and  in project  preparation,  so that  the  most  rational  use 
possible  is assured. 
2.  The  UN  ConfQrence  on  new  and renewable  sources  of energy,  which will  take 
place  in Nairobi  in  A~<st 1981,  will  constitute the appropriate  forum  for 
detailed consideration of these  questions.  It will  be  called on  to  adopt 
an action programme,  of which parts might  be  integrated into the  SNPA • .  ;. 
* eg  5o%  and more  in certain cases,  such as the Sudan,  Tanzania  ••• Pending the  renult  s  of this conference,  actions  of the  following kind 
could be  envisged: 
LLDCs  should be  helped to complete  inventories of their energy 
resov  .. rces and need.:J  (non-commercial  _as  well  as  comrne·r?ial)  ao that 
they can effectwel;y programme  their choices between different  .forms  of 
energy anJ.  of  transport  systems~ 
large-scale energy p:;:-ojects  (like  dams)  and  communication  projects 
should if possible be undertaken  on  a  regional ·basis,  with  due  account 
being  tc.k·m  of their env  .i.ronmental, health and social  effects; 
- in£'ofar  aa  new  u.11.d  renewable  en~rgy sources are concerned common  efforts 
should be  concentrated on  those  f'ectors  whose  promise  has already been 
established  i..t1  l:!l1lall  sca.le  hydro-power, solar (photovoltaic) power, 
anti agro-.i..ndust:dal  waste,  or which  may become  importaJ'Jt  in certain 
(eg island)  LLDCa,  that  is wind and wave  power; 
tb~, "energy reflex" must  be  systematically applied to projects  i:n  all 
sectors,  in order to minimise  consumption of imported fossil fuels 
and to im:provl!l  the  returns  achieved an  well  as to arrive at  a  better 
over~ll definition of  energy needs9 
apprO})riate  techr.ical.  o.;:;sista.nee  must  be  providEld  including the 
promotio:-1  of 1'C;Bnarch  ;;:.nd  development  of new  technologien  appropriate 
to LLDG  ·.cequi2ement.s;  in this context  LLDCs  and  donors  should  wherever 
jY>;;;si.blc:  promote  t€-:ch:nical  and  economic  cooperation  between  LLDCa  and 
ot!1er  d.svelopi:ng countries  (see below). 
.;. 15. 
D.  Human  resources 
1.  Economic  and social  adjus~ment - in the agricultural,  industrial and 
energy as  in other fields - reguiresa broa.d  degree of literacy.  As  the 
Brandt  report  indicated,  illiteracy not  only represents  a  formidable  waste 
I 
of human  talent but  deprives people of the motivation and the capacity 
to contribute toward their own  development.  No  largely illiterate society· 
is developed;  no  developed society is largely illiterate. The  fight  against 
illiteracy is thus  a  basic human,  ·cultural and developmental n.eceseity 
which those  LT~Cs (such as Ethiopia) where  the level of literacy is low 
must  fight  with all vigour.  UNESCO's  1982  symposium  on  this subject  may 
offer a  good  opportunity for donors to consider how  best they can help; 
in the meantime  donors  should stand ready to help,  as and if required, 
in structuring campaigns,  in providing the necessary· material,  and in 
promoting - perhaps through NGOs  - non-formal  rural education (notably 
for women). 
2.  The  SNPA  should recognise that  education in the broader sense is essential 
to development;  as the  World  Bank  said in its 1980  Policy Paper it is "a 
pervasive  element that  must  be  integrated - horizontally and vertically -
into all  development  efforts".  This  means  that  LLDCs,  who  can  devote  only 
small %s  of  developed country spending  on  each  educat1onal  level  (3%  of OECD 
per capita spending  on  primary education,  6%  on  secondary and 
18%  on  tertiary) are  faced with the  first  critical task of ensuring that 
emphasis  on  individual right  9f access to educational facilities  does ·not 
lead to a  diminuation of - or distortion in - the supply of trained 
manpower:  the maintenance  of a  reasonable balance  betwe~n these two  is of 
particular importance  in the  areas  of capital and recurrent  expenditure 
on  secondary schooling and  on  tertiary (ie univerGity)  education.  In 
brief,  every effort must  be  made  in  LLDCs  to .ensure that the educat·ional 
system is effectively geared to development  - by wa~ of rural training 
programmes,  of  secondary education that  avoids  a 
and  of a  largely vocational post-secondary sector. 
"white-collar bias" 
3o  Tbis  said,  there are  a  number  of specific  educational  problems  of  c~ncern 
to LLDCs  which have  been identified by the Community  and its.ACP partners, 
and  by the country meetings now  in progress, which  suggest  that the  SNPA 
should highlight the following  elements: 
./. (i) LLDCs  should be encouraged and assisted to prepare - and periodically 
to revise - their manpower  projectionsJ 
(ii) ·LLDCs  should prepare pluriannual  programmes  indicating the 
contributionR to  be  made  hy external technical assistance  (scholar-
ships,  experts,  equipment,  etc~ as  indigenous training facilities 
are built up; 
(iii) primary emphasis  should be  placed on the  productive  secto~s 
( financi.al  institutions  1  rural  development,  i.ndust rial  development, 
trade  promotion,  maintenance staff), whilst  not  forgetting 
the  importance to these  of measures  in the health field; 
(Uncter  Lome,  for  ex.ample 7  8CPJ,  of available funds  go  the the least 
developed  and  70~ are  devoted to  eco~omic, agricultural,  industrial, 
scientific and  techni~al training); 
(iv) donors  should make  generous provision for local and for third 
cour1try trainingt  including regional  or inter-regional projects. 
The  Community might  recall that under  Lome  6&/o  of funds  are  O.evoted 
to these  (incJuding  30  regional  projects p,.ao,  involving 600  people) 
and that  un.iversity education  is only offered in Europe  in 
special  ci.rcumstances  which cannot  be  met  in the  LLDCs  themselves; 
(v)  as  Ll..DCs  move  toward£ greater autonomy in specific training seGtors, 
LLDCs  and  d<neloped  co,mtrien  f:bould  explore the possibility of 
mutually benefj cie1.l  institutional linkst  especially at  teclmical, 
4.  'l.'he  ProgramJr:~  mi,c~: t  ::cleo  not,~ .that  action by LLDCs  to rela·te  education 
and training to  th~:.r particular cultural  and  developmental  needs,  u::;inc:-
local aud regiorwJ  rather than developed cou.."ltry institutions,  representr.; 
the most  offccti.vt:o  ~~ay of  nvoiriing the  emigration of qualified personnel 
(Brain Drain). 
./. 11. 
E.  Communications . 
1.  The  Aistance  from  international markets,  and suppliers is a  handicap 
for most  LLDCs  and a  major  one  for the 15  landlocked and  5  island LLDCs. 
'l'o  quote  but  one  example,  transport  and marketing co.sts  plus  insurance 
•  currently account  for  65%  of the  export  earnings  of the Comores. 
2.  The  concern expressed in Resolution 122(V) .to 'obtain subsidised freight 
rates from  shipping companies  scarcely responds to the  complexity of the 
problem.  What  is required in the  SNPA  is something more  on  the lines of 
UNCT ADs  policy prescript  ion for the  landlocked and ·island developing 
countries,  which  lays  emphasis  on  an  integrated planning approach aimed 
at  promoting  and  consoliQa.ting regional  cooperative arrangements. 
The  measures which can be  envisaged within  such an  approach  include: 
- the promotion  of  joint ventures  (eg  such as the East  African transport 
corridors now  being examined)  or  joint  shipping lines  (like that  between 
Yugoslavia and the Sudan); 
- the simplification and standardisation of formalities to facilitate 
the clearance of goods  (eg through  joint  personnel  at  ports  or borders); 
- the facilitation of road and rail traffic across frontiers. 
Since  such measures  may  involve  substantial costs it is 
particularly important  in this sector that alternatives are carefully 
assessed and  evaluated with refer(lnce  to ·the  routes ·.and  means  envisaged 
and to the level  of freight  to be .carried. 
3.  Generally speaking,  schemes  of regional  cooperation offer the beet  chance 
of success:  they help to keep  capital  and  running costs  (always  high) 
to a  minimum. 
Bilateral and multilateral  dooors  should therefore  join together to help 
meet  costs  in the  context  of well-developed regional  policies  (eg as 
evidenced in Lome  II,  Chapter 8). 
.;. 18. 
1.  Appropriate technology ie  an  essential ingredient  in development;  and 
it is every bit as  important  to  ensur·e that it reaches the  end used as it 
1s to seek that  factors limiting transfer between states and  companies 
are  l'educed to the minimum.  I•'or  examplet  Kenya  acquired the know-how 
fo,- grow.i.ng  wa.tar  and stain resistant grasses for use  in handicraft 
productiuns  (eg mats)  btrt  the factor which  led to the  successful 
m<"rke-tir.g  of products was  follow-up  and  help for small  ecale producers. 
2.  ln .Ll,j)Cs  the  emphasis  ;.;hould  thus be  placed.  on  the  capacity to receive 
tedu1ology,  to adapt  it as necessary and to follow  H  through to the phase 
of grass  l'OOtS  implellien't;ation:  this  depends  on  a  broad process of aculturation, 
eg th:::-ough  appropriate  secondary and pont-secondary education  and  on  the 
existence of systems  transmi·~ting- knowledf.:e  and advice to actual  and potential 
p'l'oducers.  In tbis  context~  particular attention should be  given to the 
roJ.e  thet the  Inter-Governmental  Comro.ittee  for Science  and Technology 
i'or Development  <J.nd  the  Sent re  for  Science  and  Technology eatabl ished 
by UN  General  Assewbly Resolution  3-i/218  could play,  as well  as  the 
~;rovis:i.ans  in  t:he  Vif'nna  Programme  of flction  re1ated to  LLDCs. 
3.  /,t  this stat•et  moreover,  many  LLDCs  may  often find it -advantageous to 
draw  as  fa,:r  ac  possible  on  technologies  already adapted and applied by 
od1er developing countries.  Cood.  example.>  are the assistance given to 
Tanzania. by B:r-azil  (the  i'roduction  of plant alcohols  as  fuels,  of 
fb:t.ihzers etc.)  a.rd  'r;,y  India (in the  areas  of agriculture and f1.sherles, 
rai  lHii,Y'P.  and.  hea: t>.).  CJearJ 21)  donorr;  il.a.ve  a  l'ole  to  ~:JJ.ay  in providing 
LLDCs  with  t;"le  "'i"l  wf.tich  t :Cey  n':leci  "o  bu.r  in  such  expert ifle,  especial} y 
in  L.he  priority  ::;r:ccors  and  in  r:;0ne;-<il  in  promoting  economic  and technical 
soop"lrat ion  between  ~.<:a:>t  d.e•n:J.opeei  ;.md  other developing  countries 
(see  beJ.w). 
.  I. IV"  FIN  AHGE  MtD  AID 
l. E•;en  if +lte  ITI'·Iin  constrSt-intr;  which  hold  ba.d:  development  in the LLDCr; 
a:re  not  financial,  it is no  1ess  tr·ue  that  they can in most  cc.ses  only 
be  overcome  by increased  investment  ctnd  better use  of  human  resourceB. 
Thi~"  beint;  so,  priority must  be  e-iven to increasinc domentic  savings. 
However  the  inadequac:;- of the  resources  avaiJ.able  within LLDCs,  notahly 
for produr:tive  development,  the  weakness  of ;their financial  institutions 
.and the strikinc down-turn  in their terms  of trade,  makes  it inevitable 
that  f0r  F;orr.e  tirne  tn  r::ome  they will  need e.xternal  help. 
Non-conC".essi;mal  flows  have  21.nd  will  continue to have a  role  to play. 
19. 
The  International Monetary Fund  ( IMF)  provided LLDCs  with  rather more  than 
$  )00 mill ion  in  1')80  <Ind  is currf!ntly considerinc further  enla.T~~.;·ewmts/ 
improvements  in certC'I.in  of .its facilities which  may be  of interest  to  LLDCs 
a.ssist8ll~e 
(eg the  foocl../  system).  World  Ba.nJc  (IBRD)  interest beR.ring loans,  dired 
investment  and export  credits  (provided  that  the terms  ar~ rele.tivel;-,' 
favour;;1.bJe)  will  al.so  1Jelp.  Nevertheless,  external  help must  be 
providf'd for  the  most  p.:trt  in  the  form  of  concessional  aid  ( ODA)  hw:ause 
of the  extremely limited repayment  capacity of LLnCs,  which itself reflects 
the poverty and  low productivity of their resources. 
It is therefore  important  that  the  SNPA  follows  up its considera.t ion  of 
priority sector·s  Hith  r:lea.r  commitments  concerning the volume  of aid; 
;;;.id  ten~s,  f'orms  and morln.lities;  and aid pro(:edures  (indudint:;  follovl-up). 
2.  Volume 
In UNCTAD  Resolution l22(V)  it was  aereed that  LLDCs  should receive  a 
substantial proportion  of total ODA  benefits and that  donor countries 
shoulo  make  equitable efforts to  double  "as  soon  as  possible" their flow 
of ODA  to the  LLDCs.  In the course  of the  preparntion of the 3trategy 
'for  the  3rd Development  Decade,  the Group  of 77  rut  forward proposals 
.  ;. linking aid to  LLDCs  to the  GNP  of  donor countries,  with a  view to 
reaching the  percentage of 0.15  in 1985  and o. 20  in 1990.  In the 
meeting  of the  UN  General  Assembly last year,  further aspirations were 
expressed eg to triple aid to the LLDCa  by 1984  and to quadruple it by 
1990  in real terms  •. 
20· 
The  financial  possibilities of DAC  countries,  as w.ell  as the absorptive 
capacities  of  LLDCs_themselves,  which are not  indefinitely extendabl~make 
these last objectives totally unrealistic:  to  tak~ just one  bench 
mark,  DAC  aid to the  LLDCa  in 1979  represented only 0.01%  of GNP. 
Moreover it seems  desirable in general to avoid establishing specific 
objectives expressed in  GNP  for groups  of countries,  because 
- they e.re  likely to be  either unrealisable (if they are too  ambitious) 
or unattro.ctive (if they are not)  and they are usually so 
rigid.  that  once  agreed they can never be modified or changedJ 
- the;y:  canno-t  by d.efini  t ion  improve the predictability of aid. 
These  arguments  are  also valid for objectives concerning aid to the least 
dweloped  "'hich are  expressed in tenns  of percentages  of total aid flowao 
2.1.  The  commitments  to  be written into the  Programme  should therefore 
contain  two  elements  relating to global  aid objectives,  aid for the lea.st 
. developed  and burden  sharing. 
?..)  Tb.e  Progn:.mme  should1  in the  context  of the  commitments  already 
unrlert<J.ken  ::.n  the  frrutl'lw.ork  of the  new  Development  Strategy to 
rewch the  1). 7°lo  target,  aim  for  n  greater concentration  of aid 
on  least  d\n-eloped  countries  o:nd  should contain  a  precise  and 
realic;tic  tar-get,  with figures) fo:r  aid to LLDCa. 
.;. Of  the different  conceivable formulations,  the beat  would  seem 
to be to invite DAC  members  to agree to double the volume  of their 
1979  aid flows  in nominal  terms by 1985.  This  would  have  the 
advantagee  of: 
being capable  Qf  realisation (between 1974  and 1979,  ie over a  5,  not 
6  year period,  DAC  aid to the  LLDCs  more  than  doubled),  and 
giving rise to  an  ruu,ual  increase  in  real terms  (larger or smaller 
according to the rate -of  inflation) - which the LLDCs  would be  able to 
absorb - especially if the forms  of aid were  better adapted to their 
needs;· 
b)  The  above  commit~ents  should be  formulated in  a_  way  which takes  account 
of  donora'  respective aid performances.  This  concept  should apply not 
only within the  DAC  group but  to other groupe  of donors:  eg the 
-countries  of Eastern Europe  ehould be  requested to undertake  covunitmente 
closer to their economic  weight  in the world- and the  OPEC  countries  should 
be  invited to _ensure,  within  a.  reasonable  concentration on  the  LLDCs,  a. 
better distribution of their aid between these countries. 
2.2.  In eo far as multilateral flows  are  concerned,  the  idea which  has  been 
advanced  of creating special  LLDC  "windowstt  in the International 
Development  Association  (IDA)  And  in the  regional  development  funds  and 
similar should be rejected on  account  of the rigidity which it would 
:i.ntroduce  int·o the management  of thei!e  funds  and the complications to which 
it would give rise when  replanishlllents are undertaken.  The  donors  should 
rather commit  themselves: 
to replenish in good time  and a.t  adequate levels the  res-ources  of 
those international organisations which direct  an  important  percentage 
of· -their assistance to the  LLDCs  and - in the partictllar case of the 
6th IDA  replenishment  - encourage the  US  to execute its commitments; 
- to  wo:rk  within these institutions to ensure that  an  a.ppropriate1  and 
indeed increasine  share, of their n.ssistance  goer:  to .the benefit  of the 
le?..st  dev e1 oped.  .j. 22. 
2.3.  The  Community,  for its part,  should recall the  extensive  commitment 
already u.nderta.ken  in Lome  II and its increasing aid to non-associates, 
from  both of 11hich LLDCs  draw  substantial benefit. 
3o  .4,id  c_onditions,  forms  and modalities  * 
In so far ots  a.id.  conditions,  forms  and modalities  are  c·oncerned the 
Programme  should focus  on  the adoption of a  certain nUI.IIber  of broad 
guid.el.in'!ls,  to be interpreted in operational terms  in the  course  of  recipien1 
donor meetings to review progress  in individual  LLDCs  (see below). 
3~1.  One  gesture  on aid terms which might  be made,  which would cost little for 
most  donors  and would be  politically very saleable,  would be to 
undertake  that all future  ODA  for  LLDCs  would be given entirely in grant 
~  {which would contribute to a  desirable  harmonisation between  donor 
countries).  A significant  precedent  already exists in the retroactive 
e.djustment  of aid terms  which  has  most  frequently taken the fom  of  ODA  debt 
ca.ncellat ion. 
•rile  ;u.n+.ying  of aid is a  complicated problem which  does  not  concern the 
LLDCB  either· exclusively or partic.ularly:  given their lack of human  resource 
-the  LLDCs  would  howe·Ecr  be particularly interested in the untying,  albeit 
partiaJ. 1  of certain aspect.s  of  technical assistance,  if this meant  they 
cou] d  cLoos-3  those  ex1=ert.s  best  suited. to +.heir needs,  on  the basis  of cost/ 
benefit ru1alysE.Donor  countries might  well  make  a  gesture of this kind which, 
.once  aga.in,  n-ould not  invGlve  any very great  cost. 
3. 2. ~<::;and moclB.Llt ~..2.<:-s>~n  Tha budgetary and balance of payments  situation 
of <:lOs!;  LLDCs  imp:.ies  reco'..lrM  to  a.xternal  help  for the  financing  of  a  part 
nf  t.he  loca.(  a.no  r~'cu.rrent  costsas!'lociated with  a  project or progra.IDme. 
It  is  important· that  donors  are  as flexible as possible.  The  Conference 
r;hould therefore  enlt'!'  into  a  firm  commitment  in this  regard,  without  any 
rigid. percentage quantification,  which would not  be  desirable. 
"'  A  J L  -~  _i  1-:.  'l:::einr:  r r·t: t~aJ:'e,.t r  f'n  ~--- r;i rr:u  1  ;::  t i  ~)n  nt  t. he  Con f'erence, which  se  ~ s  out 
t!',c  cu:dj_i,ionr;,  f'orrn"··  , .. ,:;  :r:•Jd<J.litie;::  :1f  the  ilid ;.rovirlerl via  Lom~ II. 
.  I. 23. 
Some  kind.S9f  programrpe  aid can be  particularly well  adapted tG  the needs 
of LLDCs,for  example  assistance to a  bunch  of small  or mini projects within 
a  given sector:  the  idea put  forward by the DAC  Secretariat  Gf  setting 
project  or n~n-project aid "in the  framework  of clearly defined sectoral 
suppert  programmes"  deserves  consideration,  since administrative shortcomings 
often make  it diffiault for LLDCs  to utilise broad programme  aid subject to 
str{ct macro-economic  conditions~ Such  aid- ehould always  be  accompanied by 
technical  assistance  designed to help with implementation and follow-up. 
A simplification and,  above  all,  a  harmonization of donors'  aid procedures 
would be very beneficial to LLDCs,  particularly in so far as project aid 
is concerned.  Greater predictability which might  be assured by pluri-
annual,  sectoral  prog~amming,  can also help,  and rapid disbursement, 
particularly of emergency aid,  is highly desirable-. 
Particular attention should be given to technical assistance in order to 
mitigate  the lack  of local trained manpower, 
eg  ·oy helping to build up the necessary local cadree;  such assistance should 
in particular help to increase LLDCs  capacity to absorb  external aid;  amo~ 
particularly important  sectors should be mentioned  help in improving 
agricultural extension,  maintenance,  trade  promotion and financial  services. 
4. J>rocedures  and  follow-up.  A number  of pessibilitiea (set  out  below)  can  be 
envisaged for regular dialogue  between donors  and  individual  LLDCs.  What 
counts  is that donors  and  recipients of aid should be able to meet  together, 
in order to  review progress,  to enter into new  financial  commitments  and 
to consider how  the termsf  forme  and  m~dalitiee ef their aid can be  applied 
to the best  overall  effect  in the situations of individual  countries. 
.;. 24. 
V.  GLOBAf,  PARTICIPATION 
1. It is  clear from  the  analysis  of main sectors,  and  shoU.ld be 
explidtl~' recoc11i~:ed in  ~he SNPA,  that  the  Programme's  implementation 
·,/ill  call  for equitable  and  complementary contributions  from  all 
parties. 
?;  From  the least  developed countries themselves will be required 
(a) ·rnore  explicit  recognition of,  and readiness to  discuss,  the 
importance  of  domestic  P,Ol icies  ( eg  pri~ine,  fiscal,  investment 1 
sodal) to the  development  -with outside financial  end techl1ical 
help  - of t.heir produc-tive  and  export  capacities,  and  (b)  a  readiness 
to plan.  on  the basis  of actual  or probable rather than purely 
h;ypothetical  resources.  Against  this background the  LI.DCs  should 
prepare a  coherent  set  of policies covering the main  s'ectors,  indicating 
the supportive  and ancillary measures  which are necessary to  ensure 
that these really get  down  to the graso-roots,  particularly 
BEricultural  extension  services,  steps to mobilise and  channel 
small  sc~le agricultural  and industrial credit,  cadres/structures 
to provide effective  interno.l  and  external  market  promotion, 
technical  tro.ininc and effective maintenance  (ee  to 
service  vehicles,  agricultural machinery and industrial 
equipm·ent). 
Within the  context  of Collective Self Reliance  least  developed countries 
shoulrl  furthermorG  eive  r.onsideration to the  encourae:ement  of  functional 
regional  cooperation  creating formal  or  informal  regional  groupincs  as 
neceRsary,  such as the Club  du  Sahel  or  the various River Basin  Communitioo, 
Are,as  in which  such  cooperG-tion  seems  likeiy to be  especially import'?nt 
are tr<V{sportation 1  invm;tment  planning,  technolocy and manpower. 
2.1.  By the  same  token,  all other developing countries' should contribute 
according to their ability.  Within large and  increasing aid programmes 
those  countries with capital  surpluses might  try to increase the 
percentage  (presently lo%)  of their aid which is directed towards 
LLDCs  wHh  chronic or structural balance  of payments  problems  and 
to regional  development  groupings. 
.  I. In the broader field of technical  and economic  cooperation 
between  developine countries  (TCDC  and ECDC)  the  Programme  should 
underline that whilst the  Concept  of Collective Self Reliance is of 
interest to ,ill countries,  the  developing countries  can  and should 
play a  major role in collective responsibility for LLDCs. 
- TCDC:  having  regard to the Buenos  Aires  Programme  (UNGA 
Resoluti~n 33/134)  and the results of the UNs  High  Level  Committee 
on  TCDC  (New  York,  1-8 June 1981)  all  developing countries which 
are  not  least  developed should seek to identify areas  - as  India 
and  Bra~il have  already done  - where  they have  particular expertise 
to offer.  The  UNDP  should consider stepping up its regional  allocation 
of benefit to LLDCs  whilst bilateral  donors  might  consider - inter 
alia - the  financing  of third country training in developing 
countries  and the  streng, thening  of developing  country research 
institutions working  in fields  of interest to LLDCs. 
- ECDC:  as  agreed ~t UNCTAD  V  three aspects  are presently being 
examined  (the establishment  of a  General  Scheme  of Trade 
Preferences  - GSTP,  the  role of State Trading Organisations,  and 
the  establishment  of Multilateral Marketing ~terprises). In the 
wake  of their Caracas meeting developing countries  should 
consider i.Jhat  special benefits might.  be  offered LLDCs  via these 
and any other world-wide  cooperative  schemes. 
2. 2.  In full  accordanr.e with UNCTAD  Resolution  l22(V)  1  all  developed 
trade  and aid partners,  Eastern as well  as liestern,  must  make  a  serious 
effort to  increase target  overall aid flown  to LLDCs;  Western  countries 
should seek to increase flows to LLDCs  faster than overall aid;  and 
the countries  of Eastern  ~~rope should  make  a 
contribution which will closely correspond to their weight  in  the 
world economy.  All  donors  should promote  productive  development 
in the  Programmes  priority sectors,  should aim  for maximum  participatior 
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in LLDC  donor consortia and groups  and  should  shmv  a  manifest 
readiness,  1~here  speciR:l  needs  and adequate  absorp~ive qapacity 
coexist  in individual  LLDCR  to increase their aid.  They should 
in this context  seek to take  account  of the _shorter term balance 
of payments  and longer term  structural effects  of therising prices 
of manufactured goolls  (mainly industrialised donors)  and of 
imported energy ·(mainly OFEC  donors).  Donors  should moreover take 
every possible step,  in the closest  liaison with each LLDC,  to  ensure 
that their aid modalities,  conditions  and procedures  are well  adapted 
in t.heir overall  effect to specific country situations. 
Trade  partner::;  should  make  such  improver)len~s as  are-feasible  in 
existing LLDC  access to their market!3,  including far greater 
consideration of  LLDC  interests  in the plans of state trading countries 
and ensure that benefits are.maintained.  They should complementthese 
step~ by giving  enhanced attention to the  promotion of production 
and marketine for the  LLDCs  internal  as well  as  export  markets  b~..-
all means  open to them,  eg- import  opportunities  offices,  contractual 
arrangements  between  STOs,  tecru1ical  cooperation,and the  act~ve 
promotion  of opportunities  in developing  country markets  which 
. open up mutually beneficial trade. 
3.  The  UN"  and  international  development  and  finance  institutions 
should continue to provide  and  should step up the help they give to 
LLDCs  within their respective areasof competence.  In particular: 
the International Financial Institutions  (IFis)  should 
make  short-term balance  of payments  assistance  available  in 
ways  that  take  account  of the  situations of LLDCs  in this area; 
•  direct  as  mur.h  r.oncessional  aid as  possible to least  developed 
countries,  by  what ever means  are available,  inr.l  udine  the 
concentration  of loan  funds  on  developine countries best  able _to 
profit  from  them,  in order to free  concessional  fl01m  for  those 
more  in need. 
.;. - The  UN  family should ensure that  l.ts efforts to implement  essential. 
aspects  of the  Programme  are  coordinated in the field through the 
UND~ {and in  a  global  policy sense  in UNCTAD).  Each UN  organ  should 
take up  and apply those  aspects for which it is competent  and 
prepare progress reports for use in the global  evaluation process 
(see below). 
4.  The  Programme  should also give attention to the role that BQQs 
can play in least  developed countries,  especially in the areas 
of rural  development  and  food production and in the satisfaction of 
basic education  and  health needs. 
NGOs  spend - and largely mobilize - about  $  1.6 billion each  year 
(ie an  amount  equal  to between 5  and 10% of the aid of all DAC  countries 
They have  an  impor-tant  further role  as catalysts of opinion  in developed 
countries.  But  above  all,  they are well  adapted to help  least  developed 
countries by virtue of their close  and  continuing contact with people 
- including the most  deprived - at the grass  roots level:  they 
frequently know  how  best to motivate them  and  how  to stimulate the 
small-scale activities which are essential to development. 
4.1.  The  Conference  might  invite the  governments  of.the LLDCs  themselves 
to  do  everything possible to facilitate the implantation  and growth 
of such NGOs  anJ suggest  to the governments  of  developed countries 
that  they actively encourage  direct  NGO  links,  possibly in the context 
of wider  links between  groups/instituti~ns/town and villages in 
developed and  in developing countries.  Such  links  could serve  the 
double  purpose  of informing developed countries'  populations  about 
the thirrl world  and  of  strengthening NGOs  in least  developed countries. 
(For its part  the Community  co,;_ld usefully draw  attention to the 
fruitful partnership it has built up between NGOs  in Community  and 
ACP  countries  on  the baAis - inter alia - of the  joint financing  of 
small  scale projects.) 
4.2.  The  NGOs  might  be encouraged to express the  sense of the above 
in a  general Declaration to be made  before the Conference  and 
included in the SNPA. 
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5.  Orchestration of measures 
Finally,  each party to the  Progra,mme  must  recognise the need to ensure 
that the policies they adopt  and any.measures they undertake  constitute 
part  of a  broader and  coherent  whole.  If the LLDCs·  are to escape 
from  their present  under-development,  the domestic,  bilateral,  and 
· multilate·ral measures that  are undertaken must  be  coherent  complementary, 
and mutually supportive. VI.  FOLI.JOH  UP AH.RJ\NGEMENTS 
l. If the  SJIFA  is to be  effectively implemented,  it must  be the  subjer't 
of appropriate  review procedures  in the  course  of the  dec;;.de  of its 
appJ ica~.ion 7  especially at  the  cmmtry level.  The  criteria to be 
follm-.red  in dete:rminint  these  procedures  should nllow as  muc:h  choice 
c:u;  possible for  individual  least  de,, eloper]  cmmtries,  but  must 
ne-erthelesr;  draw  a  c.lec:>.:r  distinction het1.,een ·the  processes  of glol)a.l 
2md  of  cow1try review,  fully regpect  existinc; mechanisms,  <end  use to 
the full  the srecifie competence  and expertise of the different  UN 
bodies. 
2.  Reviews  of  cmmt'ry  r;ituati<WlR  must constitute the starting point  and 
kernel  of  th.e~Je  rroceUurer;,  sinc:e  at:t;regate  performo.nce  data like 
· eener:1l  tarsots tend  to blur lloth the  successes which  have  been 
achieved ,,rtd  the  1:roblemr;  lvhich  rePw.in  in 1Jart.icular circu.mRt;omces. 
29. 
Suc:h  revie•m,  11hich normall:r take place  nt.  the  request  of the  interested 
lec>.st  developed  country~  ;md at  interval:::  a.r}:lpted to. its po.rticula.r 
ci:rcurnst0.nr::ec; 1  must  be  essentially o.ction  orien'ted  r.md.  shoulC_  provi_de 
for the  rollmriHg: 
a  balrmr.ed donor/recipient  assessment  of procress,  in the light  of 
the  SUPA' s  }:riori  t. ies  1  of  the country's  ini; ernal  pol:i cies  <:md.  o!' 
e_:,ternal  ass:~stance received; 
- o.  reviei·J  h~' the  LLDC  2J1<l  itR  donors  of the  eountry's'financ:ia.l 
situatjr_,n  :-.nd  of its sources  of  external  a.ssistanc·e  - D.  revie~>~ 
within lvhich,  A.s  neces"J;'.ry,  new  commitmentR  '~il.n  be  made; 
a  reviEM  u,y  the  LLDC  and  its donors  of aid (Titeria,  pra.cticeF  ;;;nd 
i  rocedu.rer>,  in the light of the r,rincilcles  of the  Conference,  to see 
hohr  thcr:e  mi.:;ht  11e  made  r;enerally 1nore  effective; 
consider?.t:irm by trc.dc  }';J.rtnerr;  of  t•2.:;s  Emcl  11eans  of  developint; 
external tr·1de  in exir.tinc;  or  in  new  mo.rkets. 
In brief,  the~' would 1)e  occ.:wions  for appra.isal  "!.nd  for financial 
r.onmitment. 
.  I. ?.l. Six least  developed  ~ountries already participate in World  Bank 
Consultative Groups  (ie Bangladesh,  Nepal,  Sudan,  Tanzania;Uganda 
and,  in principle,  :!1,"-thiopia);  there would  seem  no  reason to set up 
new  procedures  f_or  these countries though  participation  c;mld be 
'broadened,  eg.  to  cover potential  donors  that  are not  Bill1k:  rnernbers. 
30. 
Some  least  rleveJ.oped  countries meet  with their bilateral or multihd,er:;l 
partners  :i_n  UtillP-assisted round-table  Conferences (eg Burundi, 
Lesotho,  R\.-and<c)  and five more  meet  within til'e  frame\<Tork  of the  Club 
clu  Sahel,ie CILSS  and UNSSO*  (Cape  Verde,  ChCLd,  Mali,  J'fi~er,  UppeT'  Volta} 
which Has  set  Ufi  With the specific pUrJ;OSe  of addressing their m:.J.jor 
8hared development  needs  (wate:r and  inteerated rural  development). 
Many  of these  LLDCs  are membArs  of overlapping UNDP-sponsored groups 
for the Ka(Sera,  Seneeal  anJ.  Chad River Basins,  an  viell  as  •)f  the  several 
- mainly - H'est  Afri(:an  regional  economic  e;rnuvingr:;.  It is not  r~lear tJv:,r. 
it could be  in their best  interests - if only administrative - to  ::~et  ur 
new  countr~r-oriented procedures  (though the possibility of establishil'JC 
those,  on  the  individual  cou~tryts reques-t,  probably undecthe a~gh; of 
·the· UNDP  should not  be  excluded). 
In  any event,  it should be  open to a.ny  of the  rema,ining LLDGs  to  request 
the  creation  of a.n  individual  or :regional  con::ml t2.tive group,  under the 
s1•onsorship of a  UN  body with  on  int  imrLte  knowiedt;e  of it, pl'oha.bly  the 
UNDP  since it i8  ;m  operational  organisation wi til a  netr10rk  of  rf,siderd; 
represent  Cl.t ives  (whose  stafft1  might  if neces8ary  ~Je  st renethened). 
The  IBRD  would  be  a  viable a1t ernat ive  aXld  mic;ht  indef!d  lie  a  co-Gromwr. 
It  flhould  in  ;m:;  (Went  bo  under] ineu that.  the  a:rr:cul~jl')frrentR  ma.de  for' 
<lifferent  count t·iec  need_  not  lle  i<l.entical,  th•m,:)t  it mie;rrt;  in  o.:u~h  ;1.ll•l 
every case  be  open  to  UI-TCTAJ)  to he- represented and  a  report 
on  each  r']view  should be  sent  to the Secretary General  of UNCTAD  as  an 
input  to  th•.:- c;loo;~l  revi.e;.I  processes. 
3.  Having  d1.1e  ree·a.rd for the co1-ls  and  objectives  of the  Internation.'lJ 
Development  Strategy as  a  whole,  cecular,  not  too  frequent,  clobi>l  reviews  < 
proc;rescl  toNett·ds  the  SNPA<s  ohjer.tivec;  should be undertaken: 
* Comitc  peT''ila.nent  Inter-f~tat::.;  1le  Lutte  contr-e  la 36cheresce  d:.Jnl:l  le 
Sahel :  rTni t 0d  N<J.t ionr.  0ud:.n  ;_md  Se>.hc l  Orc;<'misat ion,  .;. at  or in  the margin  of illf9TAD  VI  in 198.5,  and UNCTAD  VII  in 1987, 
and/or at  a  :-;pecial mid-term IDTCTAD  meeting  in  1985, 
- in 1';190,  at  the  end  of the period,  in the context  of the 
overall Review and Appraisal  of the Third Development  Strategy. 
Each UN.  bocl.y  should be  requi:rect,  within its exiF:tine structures  and 
.. 
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procedures,  to follow-up  those  elements  of the  SNPA  for which it is 
competent  to act,  and to contribute reports thereon,  for presenta.tion 
to the globa.l  reviews. 
3.1.  As  a  further pa_,rt  of the global  review process,  the UN  Economic  and 
Social  Co1mcil  and General  Assembly should make  an early response to 
concern voiced by the CDP·about  the criteria governing selection 
of the least  developed for  inc1usion  in the list. The  UNGA  should take 
the necessary steps to  see that these criteria are subject to  a 
competent.  professional  reappraisctl  so  that the list can become  at 
once  as  objective  ancl  as  comprehensive  as  possible.  On  the basis of 
su<::h  reaJ,praised criteria, the list  should be  subject to periodic 
consideration allowing for the possibility of adding to it or -at 
or towards  the  end of the  decade  - of substractine; from  it, in the. 
+ight  of th8  economic  and social progress achieved in certain countries. 1.  The  Conun-.mity  aF  em-:1:  rnust  participate in  the Conference  alongside 
Memr1el'  St  J.t er;. 
2.  ThP- main  ob.i~ct. i.ve  of the  Programme  should  be  change  in thA  economic 
and  social  ntructliref:l  of the LI.DCs. 
3.  The  ~rogramme should define sectoral priorities and set targets along 
the following lines: 
a.gricul  ture,  fisheries  and .food:  with the aim  of achieving an  armual 
increase in production which  exceeds the  LLDCs  present  average  2.5%  p.a. 
population growth; 
production and exports:  with the aim  of installing a  more  comprehensive 
approach,  covering local as well  as foreign markets  and of increasing 
in the LLDCs  share of (a)  total world trade and  (b)  products 
benefitting from  GSP; 
energy:  with the aim  of encouraging greater self-sufficiency ~~d 
more  effective longer-term planning; 
education,  training and manpower:  with the  aim  of promoting  ade~ate 
literacy and a  more  selective approach to education  and training,  based 
on manpower  needs; 
communication~: with the aim  of encouraging regional networks; 
technology:  with the  aim  of  emphasising above all the application 
of appropriate technology in priority sectors. 
4.  Insofar as finance  is concerned the  Programme  should call for 
- increased contributions  from  all groups  including the  countries of 
East ern Europe; 
- a  doubling in current  terms  of 1979  DAC  aid to LLDCs  by 1985; 
- the  provision of aid in grant  fom  and improvements  in aid forms  and 
modalities. 
./. )e  The  Programm0  shoulrl  cal1  for the participa1.ion in  a  common  effort  of 
all groups  of countries  (LLI>Cs,  developing,  developed - East  and West), of 
relevant  international  orianisations and  of NGOs. 
6o  The  P.rogramm1~ shoulci  include  effective arrangements  for  country and 
global 'f;>lloW-1lp 1  whi0.h  fully respect  existing consortia and consulta.tive 
groups,  c:-nct  for  a  competent  professional  1~eview of the criteria determining 
LLDC  status, J ..  1~0  I A:J  A)JD 
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